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REGISTRATION
There is NO REGISTRATION FEE.
Pre-registration to the programme is through online mode only.
Interested participants are required to fill the online pre-registration form available at the following
link latest by 30th September 2019.
Registration Link: https://bit.ly/2lCCLAY
MHRFDC Webpage: http://www.mhrfdc.in



Mata Sundri College For Women Webpage: http://mscw.ac.in/




Selected participants will be informed by 1st October, 2019.
Accommodation/TA shall be provided/reimbursed to outstation participants.





ABOUT PMMMNMTT AND MHRFDC
The Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya National Mission on Teachers and Teaching emphasizes the need
to change the role and task of a teacher from mere disseminator of information and knowledge to the
one who advances frontiers of existing knowledge by actively developing and creating new insights
into diverse social and physical phenomena. Mahatma Hansraj Faculty Development Centre has been
established under this scheme at Hansraj College with an objective to serve as one of the nodal points
to conduct such programmes and workshops. These programmes provide opportunities to every
academician/ teacher to upgrade their domain of knowledge, become aware about latest developments
taking place in their subject and allied areas and acquire new skills in development of educational
content and delivery. These programmes help in capacity building of teachers and promote
institutional effectiveness in delivering and developing educational programmes and curricula. The
focus of some of these Faculty Development Programmes is also to provide support for research work
and promote research in emerging issues in different fields of knowledge.
ABOUT THE COLLEGE
Mata Sundri College for Women is an institution where we strive to achieve excellence not only in
higher education but also women empowerment. A constituent college of the University of Delhi, the
college, was founded on 17th July, 1967 by the Gurudwara Prabhandak Committee, Delhi State. We
are proud of robust student strength of more than four thousand vibrant young women in the college
and a strength of 175 distinguished faculty members and 64 members of the Non-Teaching Staff. With
its extremely well qualified teaching faculty and an efficient support staff backing them, the college
provides an ideal learning environment for young women as they embark on their journey of life,
giving shape to their most cherished dreams and wings to their creative pursuits. We are a college
offering Humanities, Commerce and Science courses to students who come from an eclectic
background. Our college is one of the eight colleges of University of Delhi which offers the Bachelor
of Elementary Education (B.El.Ed) course which is an integrated professional degree programme. In
addition, with a view to encouraging skill based education, we offer many skill development
programmes like Basic and Advanced Courses in Computers, Travel and Tourism, Textile Designing,
Foreign Languages etc.
Our mission is to provide quality education to students that not only nurtures individual talents but
also fosters a spirit of camaraderie and teamwork. This is blended with sound values and ideals.
Innovative teaching methods including experiential activities, project work and field work are an
inherent aspect of the teaching learning process. Backed by thorough mentoring on an individual level
by teachers, students are provided with a strong conceptual foundation as well as market driven skills
and competencies to succeed in a competitive world. We make all endeavours to infuse a spirit of
research among faculty and students as we recognize that it is the edifice for any Institution of higher
learning. Besides our commitment to academic excellence, we also pursue extra-curricular activities
with equal enthusiasm. Located in the heart of Delhi, with easy accessibility to metro stations of I.T.O,
Rajiv Chowk, Barakhamba Road and Mandi House, the college is an ideal destination for those who
choose to chart out their own unique trajectory.
ABOUT THE FDP
Research has accompanied humankind since its inception. Holding as constant the intent of enquiry,
namely the pursuit of truth; the techniques to uncover the same have altered and evolved over time.
The process and product of scientific investigation and enquiry have been shaped by multiple factors,
technological leaps and various cultural traditions to name a few. Methodologies, paradigms have
metamorphosed considerably, as have ontologies and epistemologies. It may then be safe to say that
there exist today in the research thought and action space, both, deviance and convergence from
historically held and validated viewpoints.
It is thus essential to propagate intersectionalities of seemingly diverse academic fields of knowledge
as well as of varied research methods and techniques. An initiative to pivot a move directed
at evolving methodologies for interdisciplinary enquiry will be a welcome step in meeting the
aforesaid purpose.

